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ABOUT US
CUEX
CUEX is a taxed token (10% on transactions) in the CUE ecosystem that
features an automatic market maker, providing liquidity to CUEX & CUE
tokens via tax.
In addition, it rewards the holders with both CUEX and CUE tokens
through automated staking and buybacks. Just hold CUEX in your
wallet!
It also comes with the staking dapp where you can stake CUEX with
CUE and other tokens and earn incredible rewards!

STAKING
CUEX will launch with staking pools where holders can lock their tokens
and earn rewards.
Staking will be accessed via our CUEX dashboard.
CUEX will also allow other projects to apply for their own staking pools,
allowing CUEX holders to stake CUEX and earn other tokens.
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ORIGINS
OUR ORIGINS
CUEX is CUE Protocol's entry into DeFi.
CUE Protocol is a governance and a community-driven project powered
by its own token and dapp ecosystem.
Launched in March 2021, we have brought many things to our holders
and investors and continue to build our ecosystem with new products
and utilities.

OUR VISION
The CUE Protocol vision is to create a full ecosystem of BinanceSmart
Chain products to allow investors and users to have a great experience
in one place.
Governance
NFT Market Place
Gaming
Charting
Wallet
iOS and Android app
And many more
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TOKENOMICS

TOKENOMICS
5% of all transactions will provide liquidity to the CUEX token liquidity
pool on PancakeSwap V2.
This will give the new token (CUEX) a great depth of liquidity in the
future, ensuring a higher price floor over time.
2% of all transactions will go to holders of the CUEX token.
An automated staking solution to ensure holders are instantly rewarded
via all transactions.
2% of all transactions will go to the CUE liquidity pool on PancakeSwap
V2.
This allows CUE to build up its PancakeSwap V2 liquidity, ensures the
two tokens are connected, increases the CUE token price floor and gives
CUE access to PancakeSwap V2.
1% of all transactions will be used to buy back CUE.
This will be distributed periodically to CUEX holders.
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DISTRIBUTION

DISTRIBUTION
100 Billion Tokens
Total & Max Supply
25 billion circulating supply
No team tokens
Liquidity is locked every 3 months

SPENDING
50% raised for PancakeSwap V2
Liquidity
30% Marketing
20% development and onboarding
new staking pools
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SHOWCASE

CUEX DASHBOARD

PURPOSE
The dashboard for the CUEX DeFi token will live here. Track AMM and
buy backs as well as staking pools and rewards.
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SHOWCASE

THE CUE HUB

PURPOSE
The CUE Hub is the home for everything CUE Protocol build and
publically release. An ecosystem of products for our community and the
wider BSC community.
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SHOWCASE

GOVERNANCE

PURPOSE
The CUE holders make decisions here to decide the usage and
spending of the CUE Protocol governance balance.
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SHOWCASE

NFT MARKET PLACE V1

PURPOSE
Version 1 allows our community to buy our CUE based NFT's. These
NFT's have different utilities within the CUE Ecosystem.
Version 2 will allow any BNB holder to create NFT's and sell them on our
platform when it is released.
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SHOWCASE

BSC CHARTING (BETA)

PURPOSE
Chart any BSC based token with various statistics. CUE holders can also
vote for their favourite tokens to get to the top of our popular tokens list
(this feature uses Binance Smart Chain).
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SHOWCASE

PREDICTION GAMES

PURPOSE
Prediction games. Our first successful usage of this was during Euro
2020. Users voted on who would win a match, and a winner was chosen
at random and rewarded in CUE token(s).
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